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ECPA/BPC 2010  
 

Please answer the following questions in English. 
 

1. Is this your county’s ECPA entry or is it an additional project?  (Only one 
ECPA entry per country plus up to two other projects.) 

 
This is the Lithuanian ECPA entry 

2. What is the title of the project? 
 

3. Please give a short general description of the project. 
The project „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ is devoted to the 

community of the Kaunas region. The aim of the project is to help the citizens 
of the region to develop a safe living environment and to promote the idea of 
safe neighborhoods. Direct communication with the communities of the 
Kaunas district helped create an understanding of the problems of the 
citizens. During the meetings we listened to the problems of the people and 
gave them tips on how to protect themselves and their property against a 
variety of hazards. The analysis of the like problems helped to determine the 
challenges specific for each locality. It also helped to choose the direction of 
the necessary steps needed to ensure safe neighborhoods. A survey among 
community members has been carried out to uncover the relationship 
between the municipality members, business representatives and police 
enforcement officers. While carrying out the project, the primary goal was to  
prepare and present exhaustive information on the concept of safe 
neighborhoods. Our aim was to inform even those members of the 
community of the Kaunas district who were neither  active nor interested in 
the project. The aim we have strived towards has been to disseminate the 
information as widely as possible so that it reached a large percentage of the 
community members, which in turn would help prevent crime. The spread of 
information informs the citizens on how to create a safe living environment, 
how to form a group of neighborhood monitors and how to carry out other  
preventive steps in and around their neighborhood. These steps taught 
citizens how to contribute to the development of safe living environment. The 
main strategy followed while implementing the project has been the 
establishment of a good relationship and trust between the members of the 
community, municipality and police. Direct contact between the police and 
local community members helped the people acquire a sense of safety and to 
prevent criminal acts, commited mostly in high crime areas. Every citizen is to 
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take upon himself a certain responsibility for the safety of his or her 
residence. All of this helps active members of the community develop a safe 
environment, in which police officers become the helpers, mediators, and the 
ones who maintain order whenever problems arise.   
It is hoped that the further cooperation would encourage the members of the 
community to form community protection groups and become ‘crime 
stoppers‘. Together with police officers, ‘crime stoppers‘ would patrol the 
streets of the Kaunas district, maintaining the public order and bar off 
criminal acts in residential areas.  In some situations, community protection 
groups are encourged to record criminal acts being carried out in public (for 
example, traffic violations, minor administrative law violations and other) and 
to report the information about the incidents to police officers. It has been 
noted that the members of the community willingly help the police officers by 
supplying  information about illegal behaviour, by performing preventive 
measures and by recording them. Such measures help reduce law violation 
and criminal acts.                                                 

4. Please describe the objective(s) of the project. 
 
The main strategic aim of the project is: 
 To stimulate the Kaunas district citizens‘ intolerance for criminal acts and 
law violation.   
 The main aims of the project: 
 

1. The project is intended to create the attractive and exemplary 
model of safe neighborhood, to prepare methods and to 
present it to Kaunas district community, minicipalities and 
representatives of law enforcement  

2. To create an information campaign and to inform the local 
society about the ideas of safe neighborhoods (organise 
meetings with citizens of Kaunas district, use local media and 
the home pages of the municipality, community center, law 
enforcement institution and other) 

3. The project is intended to educate the employees of the 
municipality and police officers to prevent crime, resolve 
disputes and organise community work.        

4. To initiate the formation of safe neighborhood groups in the Kaunas 
region.  

5. To organise awards for the most active members of the community, 
municipality and  police.  

6. The citizens of Kaunas district are encouraged to take more personal 
responsibility for security in their own places of residence. Hence, parts 
of the responsibility for a safe living environment is being transfered to 
the citizens themsleves.   

 

5. How was the project implemented? 
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The Kaunas district is the most densely populated region in 
Lithuania. It is located around the city of Kaunas, which is the second largest 
in Lithuania. The district  inhabits 90000 citizens, and has a statistics of 2000 
acts of crime recorded each year. In 40 % of those cases the police are able 
to detect likely perpetratos. The cooperation of the Kaunas district police 
force and the citizens of the Kaunas district had prior to this project mainly 
been carried out formally. The surveyed citizens revealed little trust in police 
officers (only 45 % expressed they fully trust the officers). Citizens were 
found to avoid the police officers, cooperation was lacking, and citizens were 
convinced that only the police were responsible for order and crime 
prevention in the Kaunas district. During a meetings with the citizens, police 
were requested to increase patrols in residential areas, especially after dark 
and on the weekends. Unfortunately, due to the insufficient financing and 
economical crisis, police officers were unable to satisfy the wishes of the 
Kaunas region citizens and to strenghten patrolling in the area. As a 
consequence, the crime rate started growing and along with it the 
dissatisfaction of the citizens. On seeing such a situation  police officers 
started communicating with Kaunas community members more vigorously. 
During the meetings, police officers suggested citizens themselves could 
contribute to the upkeep of law and order in their own neighborhoods, for 
instance by forming  neighborhood watch groups and if suitable even 
community protection groups.   

At the time there were already 7 such groups functioning in Kaunas 
region. In order to improve the situation, the Kaunas district police launched a 
crime preventive project called  „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ in 
May 2009. This project is a long term measure intended to be last until the 
year 2012. The project spanning from 2009 to 2012 hopes to attract 44000 
litas (~ 13000 €) from social partners. There were no advance finances 
received prior to the project. The project was mainly based on ideals and 
aspirations. The coordinators of the project searched for social partners and 
financial supporters who could back the project financiall. Eight social 
partners were found. The cooperation agreements were signed and the 
project was set in motion. The money, 9000 litas (~2600 €) was used to 
produce information material: about 10000 leaflets, 5000 stickers, 2000 A4 
size information announcements, 100 posters and other. The police officers of 
the Kaunas region analysed the situation and singled out the most challenging 
high crime areas or so called „hot spots“. Police officers then started 
encouraging citiziens to be more active in preventing crime in these places by 
forming safe neighborhood groups and helping police officers fight crime by 
cooperating more closely with them. Strong support came from the 
administration of the Kaunas district municipality. The usefulness of the idea 
of safe neighborhoods was emphasized during the meetings with  the Kaunas 
district head of community, representatives of public organisations, 
representatives of community centers, and citizens.     

All of the ideas and thoughts about safe neighborhood were first 
trasmitted to Kaunas district municipality officials and 25 heads of various 
communities. These are some of the most important helpers when carrying 
out the project, and one of the most important parties when drafting safe 
neighborhood agreements. Their active participation ensures good results in 
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the implementation.   

The project being presented to the Kaunas municipality and community leaders. September 
2009. 
When entering the project, new members make a list of participants and sign 
co-operation agreements drafted by officers from a preventive department. 
The agreement is then signed by Kaunas chief of police, community leaders 
and safe neighborhood coordinator.   

The project‘s information poster being presented to a coordinator from one of the „Safe 
neighborhood“ groups (December 2009) 
 One of the new aspects of this project has been that now, for the first 
time the, everyone has been willing to sign a contracts stating that they wish 
live safely and better. In that respect it is quite innovative in Lithuania. The 
agreements for safe environment were signed with urban communities,  
suburban communities, garden communities, and other.  The fact that they 
have the status of a legal person was overlooked. Until now the practice was 
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to sign agreements only with larger communities. Safe neighborhood groups 
comprised from 5 to 50 and more people. Since October 1, 2010, 59 safe 
neighborhood groups were registered. These goups activelly perform 
prevention of criminal illegal acts in the Kaunas district. 1500 active members 
joined the activities of safe neighborhood in the Kaunas district. The activities 
of safe neighborhood began developing in entire towns and vilages. Police 
presented activities of safe neighborhood in a variety of events, celebrations, 
and other places where people gathering. This activity has been carried out 
by representatives of safe neighborhood groups, ordinary group members, 
police supporters, and young police supporters.  

Garliava town festival (July 2010) 
The citizens themselves divided the town into sectors (couple of streets, 
entire sections of residential areas and other) and would  elect a member who 
had the trust and confidence of the community and who would become a safe 
neighborhood coordinator (Kaunas region Ringaudai and Ežerėlis towns). 
Such coordinators plan and organise activities of safe neighborhood in the 
place he lives and supplies all the necessary help for the members of safe 
neighborhood group and police officers. Police officers conducted courses for 
safe neighborhood group members in the places of their residence.   
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Courses for Ringaudai Safe neighborhood community members (February 2010) 
 

When communicating to active safe neighborhood group members 
the citizens of Kaunas region expressed their wish to cluster into self-
protection groups. They showed their willingness and procured or produced 
fluorescent vests, caps. The officers of the police department conducetd 
courses where they informed and educated community –protection groups 
about penal and administrative liability. During the courses the students were 
acquainted with the law of police activities and other normative documents 
necessary while performing preventive patrolling. Also, courses of self 
defence were carried out. A lot of active members were encouraged to 
become police aids. During the period of project implementation 39 new 
police supporters were accepted (there are now 120 police supporters in 
Kaunas district). During the project  we were encouraging the youth aged 14-
19 to become young supporters og the police force. At the beginning of the 
project there were 15 Young police supporters, now there are 145 young 
supporters. This totals all aids we have from the Kaunas district community.    

Self – protection group courses on self-defence(May 2010, Ežerėlis, Kaunas district) 
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The members of such groups volutarily started preventive patrolling in 
their places of residence.  The members of  community protection groups 
tgether with police officers with their personal transport carried out various 
preventive actions in towns and vilages. The members of self- protection 
groups handed out leaflets to the citizens, informing them about measures for 
community protection, safe neighborhood, and community protection group 
activities. They would also warn people who tended to commit small 
violations, had educational talks with them and other. Suspicoious vehicles or 
persons were immedialtelly reported to officers from Kaunas district police. In 
exceptional cases they would even detain the offender.   
 

Ežerėlis community self-protection group members patrolling together with 
Kaunas region police officers (May 2010) 
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Self- protection group members help detain persons suspected of theft (May 
2010) 

In July- August 2010 months, the Kaunas district police officers 
carried out a campaign called „Hello, neighbor...“  During this campaign the 
officers presented the project  
„When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ in residential areas, on the streets 
streets, in backyards, close to residential houses, in administrative districts of 
local authority and other public places.    
 

Young police supporters carrying out a citizen surveys and distributing 
leaflets about safe neighborhood (July 2010 Ringaudai) 
 

Police officers with the help of the members of community protection 
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groups, police supporters, young police supporters carried out citizen surveys 
about the quality of police officers‘ work, about the  community inspector, 
about safe neighborhood and the willingness to participate in the project. 
Police officers carried out discussions with community members about the 
necessity and meaning of safe neighborhood.  

Bicycle marking (July 2010, Garliava) 
 
We provided methodical help on how to form a safe neighborhood group, 
how to become a coordinator of safe neighborhood group, or how to become 
a member of safe neighborhood group and other. 29 campaigns were 
organised in various Kaunas district locations of residence. During the 
campaigns officers marked people‘s belongings in order to ward off thefts. 
More than 1200 valuable belongings were marked and registered (more than 
300 bicycles, 600 mobile phones, and other belongings). All of the marked 
bicycles were photographed and electronically catalogued. The afore 
mentioned photographs will be used when investigating cases about stolen 
bicycles in the Kaunas region and when looking for them. Some of the objects 
were engraved, others marked with an invisible marker that can only be 
detected when using a UV. Evey object was marked with a colorful sticker 
with the inscription „Marked, do not steal“. Following the campaigns, 12 new 
safe neighborhood self-protection groups were formed. 
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Safe neighborhood coordinators signing co-operation agreements (July 2010 
Ringaudai) 

6. Were partners involved in planning and/or development and/or 
implementation of the project?  If so, who were they, and what were 
their roles? 

 
The main project executioner and coordinator is the Kaunas district police 

commisariat whose officers are responsible for the realisation and control of 
the project.     
The Kaunas district police squad recruited the following partners: 

1. The Administration of Kaunas district Municipality; 
2. The Educational Center of Kaunas district; 
3. The Local Action Group (LAG) of Kaunas Region ;
4. 25 Kaunas district municipalities; 
5. Safe Garden community Association  
6. The Association -Movement „Stop Crime“, by the department 

of Domeikava; 
7. The security service „Likurgas“; 
8. Private limited companies (businessmen) „Altas servisas“, 

„Drauseta“, „Laktapolis“, 

7. How did you build in plans to measure the performance of the project?  
Has the project been evaluated?  How, and by whom? 

 
The citizens‘opinion about the usefulness of the project is the most valuable 
indicator. In the project competition on safe neighborhood organised by the 
Interior Ministry of Lithuanian Republic, the project „When my neighbor is 
safe – I am safe“ was evaluated very highly.   As an example of what a good 
project on safe neighborhood should look like, it was presented in the Kaunas 
and Panevėžys district police commisariat conferences, where it received good 
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evaluations. A lot of information about the project is provided by internet 
sites. We receive a lot of positive comments on the project from community 
members.  
 

8. What were the results?  How far were the objectives of the project 
achieved? 

 
While implementing the project „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ in 
the period from 2009 May until 2010 October the following results were 
achieved: 
• The number of safe neighborhood groups rose from 7 to 59. This 

constitutes a growth of + 842 % . 1500 citizens are taking part in the 
activities of safe neighborhood. The number of community protection 
groups rose from 2 to 5. 160 members actively take part in the groups‘ 
activities.     

• Huge efficiency of the project ( the results have been reached without big 
financial investments totalling 9000 litas~2600 €); 

• The crime rate in the places of safe neighborhood activities significantly 
fell. The number of crimes has been reduced to half and sometimes less. 
It is especially noticeable in the garden communities of the Kaunas 
district.  

• The results were achieved more due to human resources rather than 
financial ones. Thus the project‘s fulfillment began a new way of thinking 
in terms of projects. It shows that a good idea can be accomplished 
without substantial financial resources.     

• While carrying out the project „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ the 
participants carried out a survey among the Kaunas district citizens in 
2010 July – August during which 253 citizens were questionned. The 
survey revealed that 56% respondents completely trust the Kaunas 
district police, 29% do not really trust it, while 11% do not trust the 
police at all. 60% of the citizens know the officer from the preventive 
department ( the district inspector) very well or can recognise him in the 
street. As many as 68% of the citizens evaluate the inspector‘s job as 
excellent, very good or good. In case of an emergency as many as 76% 
of Kaunas district citizens would turn for help to district inspector. As the 
survey shows, the officer from the  preventive department communicating 
directly with Kaunas district citizens has the trust and confidence of 
people and can successfully, as one of social partners, carry out the 
project „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“. The survey was 
organised in order to uncover the points of view of the citizens‘ of Kaunas 
towards the safe neighborhood project, police support, and community 
protection groups. 69 % of citizens claim to know everything about how 
to become police supporters or have heard about it. 78% of respondents 
know or have heard about safe neighborhood in the Kaunas district. To 
the question, „Would you like to take part in the activities organised by 
Safe neighborhood?“ 30 % answered that they already take part, 22% 
would like to be the founders of a safe neighborhood group, 33% would 
like to learn more about such groups and only 9 % percent admitted 
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never hearing about the activities of Safe neighborhood. 66% of 
respondents know everything or have heard about the groups, as many 
as 27% already actively take part in the activities, 23% would like to take 
part in the activities, 33% would like to learn more about the activities. As 
we can see from the results the citizens‘ interest in the project is huge 
and they want to know more or want to get involved. 78% of 
respondents would like to attend the courses on how to handle preventive 
measures such as drug prevention, safe neighborhood, or community 
protection groups. The same number of people think such activities would 
be useful for the community. 85 % of respondents agree with such 
statements as „people have to help police handle security“ and „all of the 
citizens, institutions, police squads and municipalities have a duty to take 
care of security“.               
As the results reveal, the campaign proved rather effective and a lot of 
citizens in the Kaunas district know about the preventive activities applied 
in the region and know how to establish a  safe neighborhood group and 
take part in the group‘s activities.     

•

9. Are there reports or documents available on the project?  In print or on 
the Web?  Please, give references to the most relevant ones. 

 
http://www.policija.lt/kaunorpk/
http://kaunas.policija.lt/lt/?sky=0
http://www.ezerelyje.lt/
http://www.garliava.lt/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=35&Ite
mid=76
http://ringaudai.eu/Naujienos/Apie-ivykusia-akcija-Sveikas-kaimyne!
http://www.linksmakalnis.lt/

10. Please write a one-page description of the project. 
 

The project „When my neighbor is safe – I am safe“ started in May 2009. The 
project showed that it is still possible to achieve excellent results by only 
having good ideas and wishes but no financial resources. The project also 
showed that such project are necessary and useful in the rather densely 
populated district of Kaunas. While implementing the project, the chief 
attention was paid to human resources rather than financial ones. Without the 
initial financial backing, the project was carried out by the help of innovative 
ideas and help from financial supporters. The municipality, business partners 
and other participants of the project understood the necessity of the project 
and through  their finances helped bring the project to life. The focal point of 
the attention was devoted at procuring the means to disseminate information 
and transmit that information to the citizens of the Kaunas district. Via direct 
communication, the citizens were educated on how to protect themselves 
from crimes and illegal acts. This way the citizens of the Kaunas district were 
encouraged to form groups of community protection and become young 
supporters of police or police supporters. The main aim that was achieved 
during the project was that the Kaunas district citizens became more 
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understanding, civic, conscious and started appreciating the work of the 
Kaunas district police officers more positivelly, and putting  more trust in 
them.  One of the most important achievements is that the number of ‘safe 
neighborhood‘ groups multiplied more than 8 times in the Kaunas district. This 
is very good and optimistic news. The wish of the citizens to contribute to the 
preventive activities has doubled. As a sign of gratitude for the accomplished 
works and active participation in the project police officers of Kaunas district 
organised the events of anti-theft marking of belongings, this way protecting 
them from being stolen. During the implementation the citizens were asked 
about the project‘s realisation. It was noted that the citizen‘s viewpoint 
towards the Kaunas district police officers had shifted from a negative opinion 
towards a positive one. 

 


